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Taste profile Food Pairing

Pasta with 
Seafood

Brie

Camembert Rosemary 
potatoes

ScamorzaMushrooms Roast 
beef

Danish Blu Magret 
de canard

ParmigianoChocolate Creamy 
desserts

AntipastoAsparagus Salads Salmon Cold 
meats

Sushi Salads Soft Cheese

MISKET 

DIMYAT

RASPBERRY WINE

GAMZA

MAVRUD

MELNIK

RUBIN

Antipasto

BBQ Beef Lamb

Spicy 
Food

Ham

Pasta with 
Tomato Sauce

HamGame 
meat

Veal

BBQ

Bulgarian grape varieties
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Founded in 2016, BGWT Sprl specializes in import and distribution of high quality Bulgarian wine in Benelux. BGWT Sprl is an exclusive 
representative of the following wineries - Villa Yustina, Orbelus, Manastira, Trastena, Bononia Estate, Marash Winery, Logodaj, Balar and 
Tera Tangra. In just a few years, BGWT succeeded to build up a reliable network of partners. We have made Bulgarian wines better known 
and available on the Belgian market.
All of our wines are available in a warehouse in Brussels and the delivery is guarantee within a few days. 

Contact person for wine tasting: Miglena Tomova
Bgwt.sprl@gmail.com
00 32 494/98.87.81
www.finebgwines.be

Enrich your experience by uncovering the potential of our wines 
                             and fi nd your “coup d’coeur” in a wine tasting that we offer for you.
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Bulgaria is a timeless country located at the crossroad between 
Europe and Asia, nestled between Greece, Turkey, Macedonia, Ro-
mania and Serbia. A magical place where century-old traditions 
are a core element of life, where ancient history and cultural heri-
tage are the pride of the nation, the mountainous landscapes are 
beautiful and rugged, and where food and wine are wholesome, 
fl avourful and distinctive.
Bulgaria has thousands of years-old winemaking traditions that 
continue to deliver high-quality and affordable Bulgarian wine. 
The country is one of the oldest wine producing areas in the world 
with evidence of wine production dating back to 4000 bc. The Bul-
garian lands were then inhabited by the Thracians – numerous 
tribes who worshipped wine as a divine drink. 
Bulgaria will enchant your senses with the rich aroma of its local 
grape varietals, many of which unique to the region. The country 

comprises fi ve separate winemaking regions, each offering specif-
ic local wines. The spicy Mavrud of the central south is the pride 
of Thracian Lowlands region with its well-balanced taste and dark 
red color. In the furthest southwestern region, we fi nd the most 
typical Bulgarian vine – Melnik. Planted in the wine region Struma 
valley – the warmest corner of Bulgaria, the Broad-Leaved Melnik 
Vine (Shiroka melnishka loza) bears all the signs of an age-worthy 
southern red grape variety. Varietals are often named just Melnik, 
referring to the picturesque smallest town in Bulgaria famous for 
its winemaking tradition.
Wine, food, vineyards, mountains, cultural heritage sites, monas-
teries and churches characterize each and every wine region of 
Bulgaria. Whichever local grape variety you choose to taste, you’ll 
end up with a memorable experience of the best that Bulgaria has 
to offer.
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MELNIK  - The Melnik grape variety grows only in the southwestern-most and 
warmest corner of Bulgaria, in the distinct Mediterranean valley of the Struma 
River. Melnik wine has a captivating, often with tobacco and leather hints. MEL-
NIK grape is unique to this part of Bulgaria and the world. It is rare, grows only 
in this part of the world and is one of the most exquisite grape varieties known 
today. It taste was famous once all over Europe.  The wines tend to have notes 

RUBIN   - This is a cross variety between Syrah and Nebbiolo. Rubin is a medi-
um to early ripening variety with a very short growing season, strong growth 
and good yields. It can be found in Thracian lowland. Rubin wine has all the 
qualities to become all time wine lovers favorite. The Rubin wines are intensely 
colored, with pronounced aromas of red berry fruits. They are full bodied with 

GAMZA - Gamza is a red grape variety that has been cultivated in northern Bul-
garia since ancient times. In north-western Bulgaria, the grapes achieve tech-
nological maturity earlier – around September – because the accumulation of 
sugar is more intense. In general, Gamza thrives best at windy hills with rich 
soils. Gamza requires a warm and dry autumn in order for the wines to be of 
good quality. Gamza is not particularly resilient to low winter temperatures, al-

of strawberries, white cherries and stone pits. Through the vinifi cation process 
and aging, the fl avor develops and can be complemented or dominated by the 
aroma of tobacco, dry mint, and black pepper, depending on the production 
technique and the terroir. The wine color is clear ruby-red to dark crimson.

Mavrud have a deep ruby color, enough tannin and acids and a pleasant black-
berry and prune aroma. Mavrud wines develop perfectly in contact with oak and 
acquire a powerful and complex aroma, supplemented by full-bodied, dense 
and harmonious taste.

tight tannins, which in the process of aging quickly soften. Often in Rubin one 
can feel the gun powder and earthy notes, as well as fl owery-herbal perfume 
touches and frequently jammy sweetness. In this sense the variety stands fairly 
well oriented to the wider consumer taste.

though it prefers cooler climates which is the reason why it is mostly cultivated 
in northern Bulgaria.  The wines from Gamza are full-bodied and harmonious, 
but their quality is highly dependent on the climatic conditions, especially in 
the autumn. When the autumn is dry and warm, the wines from Gamza have a 
vivid, although not very dense, ruby colour, a pleasant taste of small red fruits, 
most notably raspberry, distinct freshness and delicate tannins.

MAVRUD   - Is an old red grape variety cultivated in Bulgaria since ancient 
times. The birthplace of Mavrud is the area around today’s city of Plovdiv in 
the Thracian valley, the biggest wine region in Bulgaria.  The name Mavrud 
is comes from the Greek word “mavro”, which means black. This is probably 
because the skin of the Mavrud grape is bluish-black. The wines made from 

MISKET FROM SANDANSKI - Misket from Sandanski is a white wine grape va-
riety, which is typically for Bulgaria. It is selected by crossing two traditional 
varieties Shiroka Melnishka Loza and Tamyanka. The grape vines are charac-
terized by strong growth. The technological maturity of the grapes occurs in 
the second half of September. The grapes have high sugar content and rela-
tively high acidity.

Misket wine is gentle, sparking and crispy with a pale golden color. Concen-
trated and intense fl oral-fruity aroma, with well-presented notes of citrus and 
tropical fruits and distinctive rose fl avor. Complex wine, with a full body and a 
soft, rounded and greasy taste. Juiciness and freshness stand out in the fi nale. 
Elegant and harmonious.

DIMYAT - Dimyat is  the Bulgaria’s most planted native white vine.  It is al-
most exclusively grown in Bulgaria, mainly in the Black Sea Region. The Dimyat 
grape variety ripens in the second half of September and it is the water factor 
that helps the variety achieve its full maturity. Dimiat thrives particularly well 

on steep terrains with limestone soils. Wines from Dimyat are usually vaguely 
perfumed, easy-drinking whites. Dimyat wines are usually not aged and to be 
consumed young.
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Orbelus Sandanski Misket 

Vineyards: Situated along the Struma river
Variety: 100% MIsket BIO
Wine: Produced from hand-picked and selected grapes 
through a minimally invasive wine making processes 
and at low temperatures.
Colour:  Clear golden shades
Aromas: Very intensive, elegant and fi ne
Taste: Refreshing, dry and complex. The acidities are 
well structured and integrated an elegant texture
Sommelier suggestion: Vegetable dishes, Sushi, 
Savoury light dishes, Salads 

Orbelus Rosé Paril 

Vineyards: Situated along the Struma river
Varieties: Marselan, Primitivo, Syrah, Grenache Noir, Early Melnik
Production: Canopy management guaranteeing low yield, 
additionaly regulated up to 1 kg/vine
Wine: produced from handpicked grapes using non-invasive 
winemaking practices
Colour: Soft pink colour
Aromas: The aroma is rich and elegant of  pink lady apple, wild 
strawberry and citrus
Taste: Excellently balanced taste of fresh fruits that emphasises 
the aroma variety.
Warm and long-lasting fi nish with a touch of 
grapefruit and fresh fl oral notes
Wine with protected geographical indication: 
Tracian Lowlands
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ORBELUS ORGANIC WINERY JSC was created in 2000. Its aim is to 
develop projects in the fi eld of organic agriculture and produc-
tion. Today, the major focus of our activities is to produce organic 
wines from organically grown grapes in accordance with the EC 
requirements. The ORBELUS project began in 2000 when the fi rst 
96 dka of land were acquired in the territory of Kapatovo, a village 
situated in the Struma Valley, at the foot of the mountain of Pirin. 
The mountain also gave to the brand its name – ORBELUS, as it 
was called by the Thracians who inhabited the region in the past. 

All the vineyards are cultivated using organic methods. The warm 
and reasonably dry climate of the Melnik region makes it relative-
ly easy to grow extremely high quality grapes without the use of 
synthetic chemical vineyard products. The grape varieties culti-
vated – Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Syrah, Grenache Noir, Primi-
tivo, Petit Verdot, Marselan, Mourvedre, Viognier, Chardonnay and 
Pinot Gris – are chosen with a view to the climate particularities 
and the soil composition. Special attention is given to the cultiva-
tion of the traditional for the region grape variety – Early Melnik.

PRODUCT

BEST
SELLING
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Orbelus Mitra

Vineyards: Situated along the Struma river
Varieties: Blend of two local varieties – Early Melnik vine and 
Rubin
Wine: produced from handpicked grapes using non-invasive
Winemaking practices
Colour: Medium intense ruby red color
Aromas: Delicate aroma of the valerian, herbs and musk
Taste: Complex with a harmonious structure, medium to
dense body with a feeling of ripe black cherry, dark chocolate.
Dry finish. Limited batch of 2600 bottles

Orbelus Melnik

Vineyards: Situated along the Struma river
Varieties: Early Melnik vine
Wine: produced from handpicked grapes using 
non-invasive Winemaking practices
Colour: Red brilliant
Aromas: Cassis, dark chocolate and saddle leather
Taste: Flavors of cherry, chocolate and dried blueberry. 
It has good balance with a soft tannin finish
Orbelus Melnik is a regional wine which combines the 
powerful aroma of Early Melnik with the distinctive rich 
taste of Petit Verdot. The blend harmony is completed 
with Syrah and a touch of Grenache Noir to offer a 
perfectly balanced wine. Non filtered.
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Orbelus Hrumki

Vineyards: Situated along the Struma river
Varieties: Marselan, Mourverdre, Syrah, Early Melnik
Production: Canopy management guaranteeing low yield, 
additionaly regulated up to 1 kg/vine
Wine: produced from handpicked grapes using non-invasive 
winemaking practices
Colour: Sparkling thick ruby red. 
Aromas: Flavors of ripe red and black berries, delicate spiciness 
and pronounced fruitiness
Taste: Smooth and elegant dense body, well-integrated tannins 
and a long, inviting finish.
Wine with protected geographical indication: Tracian Lowlands

Orbelus Getika 

Vineyards: Situated along the Struma river, 
PGI: Tracian Lowlands
Varieties: Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot, enriched by
the unique Bulgarian grape variety Early Melnik.
Production: Canopy management guaranteeing low yield,
additionally regulated up to 1 kg/vine
Wine: Aged for 7 months in French oak barrels. Non filtered.
Colour: It has purple red colour
Aromas: Attractive nose with violet and cassis notes, 
sweet vanilla and dark chocolate
Taste: Elegant, medium body with melted tannins and long

PRODUCT

BEST
SELLING
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Logodaj Winery, established in 1994 is situated the very heart of 
the picturesque Struma valley. It is the sunniest and the hottest 
part of Bulgaria, having ancient and rich history and long – last-
ing traditions in winemaking. Logodaj is a new and modern win-
ery, whose conception is to create delicious, multilayered and 
complex wines having rich and concentrated fruitfulness and 
harmony.

We emphasizes on the development and acknowledgement of 
the unique Bulgarian grapes varieties all over the world. Produc-
tion dictated by the nature of the vintage, hand-harvesting, the 
grapes of the individual vineyards fermented separately, in the 
respect of a unique and precious terroir.

Nobile Chardonnay

Vineyards: Situated along the Struma river
Variety: 100% Chardonnay
Wine: Fermentation in French oak barrels at a 
temperature of 16 to 20°C. 6 months of fermentation 
and aging total and 3 months aging in bottle.
Colour: The colour is straw yellow with beautiful shades 
of old gold
Aromas: Flavour is explosive with rich and complex fruity 
bouquet of pineapple, citrus, banana and vanilla
Taste: Bodied, mild, balanced and harmonious with a 
long fi nish
A good company of salads, fi sh dishes, smoked fi sh, white 
meat dishes, cheese.
Fine dark meat dishes at a temperature of 12-14°C.

Nobile Rose

Vineyards: Situated along the Struma river
Variety: 100% Early Melnik vine
Wine: Produced from hand-picked and selected grapes
Colour: Dry rose with pale pink color with orange hues.
Aromas: Nice combination of fl avors of strawberries, 
cherries and spices.
Taste: Harmony with the fragrance, fresh, fruity and soft. 
Fascinating in a exclusive bottle. Serve chilled at 10 – 12˚C
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MELNIK 55

Vineyards: Situated in Strouma Valley
Variety: 100% Early Melnik vine
Wine: Aged for 8 months in French oak barrels
Color: Dark ruby red colour with its own brilliance
Aromas: Ripe cherries, spices, stone and vanilla. It has velvet 
fruity taste with melted tannins
Taste:  It has a pleasant final with aftertaste of cherries, nuts 
and chocolate

NOBILE MELNIK

Vineyards: South West Thracian Lowland
Variety: 100% Early Melnik vine
Wine: After fermentation the wine spends 12 months in new 
French oak barrels and further 6 months in bottle before 
release. Ready now but can keep for 3-5 years.
Colour: The wine has deep ruby colour
Aromas: Intense aromas of cherries and black fruits mixed 
with sweet spices and vanilla
Taste: The palate is full bodied and juicy smooth and the 
finish is long lasting with hints of tobacco and cocoa dusting. 
Serve at 15-18°C alongside game, venison and lamb dishes 
as well as hard cheeses.

NOBILE RUBIN

Vineyards: Thracian Lowland
Variety: 100% Rubin
Wine: Only the best grapes from the vintage are 
handpicked in small crates before the wine is 
fermented and aged in new French oak barrels 
for 12 months.
Colour: The wine has vibrant dark ruby colour
Aromas: Explosive aromas of black cherries, 
blackberries, prunes, dry figs blue plums, 
bitter chocolate and hints of tobacco
Taste: Full bodied with very juicy palate and long 
complex finish

MELNIK 55 Magnum

Color: Dark ruby red colour with its own 
brilliance
Aromas: Ripe cherries, spices, stone and 
vanilla. It has velvet fruity taste with melted 
tannins
Taste: Aged for 8 months in French oak barrels 
it has a pleasant final with aftertaste of 
cherries, nuts and chocolate

PRODUCT

BEST
SELLING

PRODUCT

BEST
SELLING
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Villa Yustina was established in 2006 as a boutique winery in 
Rhodope Mountain in the Thracian Lowland. Their mission is the 
creation of outstanding terroir wines by processing grapes from 
its own vineyards. As an innovative winery they have the abilities 
and all means to produce different styles of wine, using the last 
generation technologies. 

Villa Yustina winery has won numerous international wine 
awards. The highlighter of their professional experience is the 
competitive, to the world top wine market, boutique line Mono-
gram, presented by Monogram Chardonnay and the typical blend 
Monogram Mavrud &Rubin.
Each vintage of Monogram Chardonnay is highly appreciated by 

Chardonnay de Monde with silver and gold medals.    
Monogram Chardonnay 2016 was awarded as one of the 10 best
Chardonnays in the world.

Villa Yustina possesses 42 hectares of own vineyards, located on 
4 km away from the winery, on a southern slope with 300 m av-
erage altitude. The position of the rows is Norteastern, the soils 
are strongly calcareous, where are grown Sauvignon Blanc, Se-
millon, Chardonnay, Aligoté, Gewurztraminer, Merlot, Pinot Noir, 
Cabernet Franc, Mavrud and Rubin.

Villa Yustina is developping wine tourism in a region with rich 
heritage and magnificent scenery as well.
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VILLA YUSTINA EXTRA BRUT

Vineyards: Western Thracian lowland
Variety: Pinot Noir 
Wine: Charmat method
Colours: Beautiful beautiful rose color  with intense action 
and fi ne bubbles 
Aromas: Attractive nose with accents of fresh fruits, 
cherries and autolysate tones, harmonious and complex 
fl avor with pleasant acids
Taste: Tight body, long, refreshing and rich fl avors fi nish
Serving temperature: 12°C

VILLA YUSTINA BRUT

Vineyards: Western Thracian lowland
Variety: Chardonnay
Wine: Charmat method
Colours: Beautiful golden colour with intense action 
and fi ne bubbles 
Aromas: Attractive nose with accents of fresh fruits and 
autolysis tones, harmonious and complex fl avour with 
pleasant acids 
Taste: Tight body, long, refreshing and rich fl avours fi nish
Serving temperature: 12°C

THE PEARLS OF VILLA YUSTINA 

10
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VILLA YUSTINA RESERVA

Vineyards: Western Thracian lowland
Variety: Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon, 
Cabernet Franc and Pinot Noir
Wine: The blend passes a year maturation in 
French oak barriques and subsequent bottle 
aging for a year and a half
Colours: Dark ruby colour with soft hues 
Aromas: Noble nose with hints of sweet spices, 
dried meat and berries
Taste: Medium bodied, spicy and attractive 
sweet oak, dried fruits and tea with cinnamon 
on the palate, with slightly drying finish
Serving temperature: 16°C
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MONOGRAM – MAVRUD & RUBIN

Vineyards: Western Thracian lowland
Variety: Attractive blend of two typical Bulgarian varieties 
Blend of Mavrud & Rubin
Wine: Matured 14 months in 100% Bulgarian oak barrels
Colours: Deep ruby colour 
Aromas: Complex nose and nuances of well ripe black fruits, 
chocolate and vanilla
Taste: Full and elegant body with mild tannin
Serving temperature: 16°C

PRODUCT

BEST
SELLING

MONOGRAM – CHARDONNAY

Vineyards: Western Thracian lowland
Variety: 100% Chardonnay
Wine: Barrel Fermented and aging in 
a French oak barrels for 8 months
Colours: This wine has a beautiful 
gold yellow colour
Aromas: Intensive aromas of ripe golden 
apple, quince, butter and smoke.
Taste: Medium body, good structure, butter 
taste, grapefruit, slightly bitter finish
Serving temperature: 12-14°C

PRODUCT

BEST
SELLING
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PRODUCT

BEST
SELLING

VILLA YUSTINA WINTER

Vineyards: Western Thracian lowland
Variety: 100 % Cabernet Franc 
Wine: Classical style of Cabernet Franc, 
well combined with medium rare 
meats - grilled, roasted or sautéed 
Colour: Deep purple colour
Aromas: Mellow nose with dark cherry
Taste: Elegant body with soft tannins 
and spicy finish
Serving temperature: 14-16°C
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VILLA YUSTINA ROUGE

Vineyards: Western Thracian lowland
Variety: Merlot 50 %, Cabernet Sauvignon 30%, Pinot Noir 20% 
Wine: Easy for drinking wine, well pairing with grilled or roasted meats, 
lasagna, veggie pizza.
Colour: Beautiful dark ruby colour with garnet gleam 
Aromas: Complex nose with hints of black fruits, herbals and forest floor 
harmonious and complex flavor with pleasant acids
Taste: Full-bodied with fruit character and delicate spicy touch
Serving temperature: 14-16°C
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VILLA YUSTINA ROSÉ

VILLA YUSTINA BLANC
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RIVERSIDE MUSCAT OTTONEL

Vineyards: Western Thracian lowland
Variety: 100% Muscat Ottonel
Wine: Dry style Muscat
Colours: This wine has a beautiful 
lemon-yellow colour 
Aromas: The fl avour is intensive with a hint of 
violet, citrus, and peach 
Taste: Fresh taste and a long fi nish 
with spicy sweetness 
Serving temperature: 9°C

RIVERSIDE SAUVIGNON BLANC 

Vineyards: Western Thracian lowland
Variety: 100% Sauvignon Blanc
Wine: Dry and fresh wine
Colours: This wine has а beautiful pale, 
gold colour 
Aromas: The aroma is dominated by fl oral, 
grassy and herbaceous notes, ripe tropical and 
citrus fruits 
Taste: The taste is full and well - balanced. 
Long and fresh fi nish 
Serving temperature: 9°C
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Manastira winery and the vineyards are located in a region in 
Bulgaria, which is most suitable for grape growing – Thracian 
Valley. It is famous for its millennial wine traditions. Wine cellar 
“Manastira” has 300 decares of high standard vineyards from the 
following varieties: Cabernet Sauvignon, Mavrud, Merlot, Syrah, 
Ancelotta, Sauvignon Blanc, Chardonnay and Muscat Ottonel.
The climate conditions of the region provide a good opportuni-
ty for getting rich and deep wines of “Cabernet Sauvignon” and 

“Mavrud”. The unique combination of climate and soil character-
istics favours for the excellent quality of the wines produced in 
this area. White and red grapes are cultivated in the district, but 
the red ones dominate in quantity.
The harvest begins usually in the mid September-October, when 
the grapes are fully ripe.
Fermentation process takes place in stainless steel tanks.

PRODUCT

BEST
SELLING
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RIVERSIDE CABERNET SAUVIGNON RESERVE 

Vineyards: Western Thracian lowland
Variety: 100% Cabernet Sauvignon
Wine: The wine has aged 12 months in new 
American oak barrels.
Colour: Deep ruby 
Aromas: Intense scent of ripe sour cherry, 
with a hint of vanilla and toast 
Taste: Well balanced with spicy notes. 
Easy drinking wine with а long aftertaste of 
well integrated oak and ripe fruits 
Serving temperature: 16°C

RIVERSIDE CABERNET SAUVIGNON & MAVRUD

Vineyards: Western Thracian lowland
Variety: Blend of Cabernet Sauvignon & Mavrud
Wine: The wine has aged 12 months in new American 
oak barrels.
Colour: The wine has a deep, dark ruby 
Aromas: Intense scent of red berries, with a hint of 
vanilla and chocolate, herbaceous notes and 
well- integrated oak 
Taste: The body is well balanced with soft tannins and 
a taste of overripe fruits and chocolate. 
Easy drinking wine with a pleasant aftertaste.
Serving temperature: 16°C
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MIDDLE FOREST SYRAH RESERVE 

Vineyards: Western Thracian lowland
Variety: 100% Syrah
Wine: The wine has aged for 8 months in 
new oak French barrels.
Colour: Intense dark colour 
Aromas: Full body dominated by blueberry 
and blackberry 
Taste: Well-balanced, sweet spices, vanilla, 
chocolate and plums 
Serving temperature: 16°C

MIDDLE FOREST CHARDONNAY

Vineyards: Western Thracian lowland
Variety: 100% Muscat Ottonel
Wine: The wine is barrel fermented and has aged for 
10 months in new oak french barrels.
Colour: The wine has a beautiful golden colour 
Aromas: Is dominated by ripen fruits, melon, peach 
and vanilla notes 
Taste: Well balanced Fresh wine with long finish. 
Serving temperature: 12°C

PRODUCT

BEST
SELLING

PRODUCT

BEST
SELLING
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Trastena is a happy and hard working family that grows 9.5 hect-
ares of organic raspberries in the Balkan mountain. For the last 
10 years they produce two quite unusual products that can not be 
found anywhere else in Europe.
Trastena is the fi rst certifi ed fruit wine producer in Bulgaria and 
the fi rst brand to mix fruit wine with grape wine. Their products 
are made of 100% organic fruit with nothing additional.
The raspberry wine recipe they keep and pass on from generation 
to generation. Through all these years Trastena believes nature 
is the most important part of the business. They handpick each 
raspberry and their production is 100% fair trade and has Organ-
ic Certifi cation from LACON Europe. Seaweed is used as fertilizer, 
probiotics is sprayed on the leaves and they bring beehives to 
make their plantation explode with blossom.

RASPBERRY WINE

A dessert fruit wine, made of 100% 
organic raspberries, fermented in steel 
tanks.
The nose is unparalleled and a strong 
kick of real raspberries fi lls the air. 
The taste is sweet, round and fruity. 
Pair with hard cheese, cream desserts or 
use as a base for fantastic cocktails and 
Kir Royale.
Alcohol: 10.5% 
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TRASTENA ROSÉ

A semi dry dark rose, created blending 50% 
wine from organic raspberries with 40%
chardonnay and 10% Misket. This unusual 
mix of white grapes and raspberries makes 
for the perfect summer combination as well 
as great companion for sushi, exotic salads 
and Asian food. It pairs well with spicy 
cuisine and is best enjoyed chilled.
Alcohol: 10.5%

MERLOT & RASPBERRY WINE

This is a great friendship between two strong characters. Wine 
of 100% organic raspberries fall in love with the high quality 
Merlot and together offer a balanced, semi-dry and quite
different wine to take care of your good company. It has a 
specifi c varietal aroma of merlot combined with fruity character 
and endless fi nale.
Recommended for pasta, hard cheeses, red meat, jazz, 
independent cinema and Kerouac.
It pairs well with game meat and sweet reductions, foie gras, 
soft cheese and chocolate desserts.
Alcohol: 11.5% 
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Lenea Riesling 

Vineyards: Northern Black Sea 
Variety: Riesling
Wine: Wine impresses with its development in bottle, 
and a well-marked petrol note that captivates the 
senses from the very beginning
Colour: Pale hay color
Aromas: Distinctive fruity notes of Riesling with a focus on 
well-ripe lemon, peach, apricot, yellow apple, yellow plum, 
enriched by flower aromas and delicate cream.
Taste: The bright expressiveness and fruity notes of its 
aroma are very well matched in taste and formed in a pleasant 
balance, focused on freshness and even more emphasized 
citrus profile. A very well balanced wine, characterized by a 
clear and fragrant petrol note, backed by a good balance of 
fruits, floral notes and citrus. 
Alcohol: 13,5 % Serving temperature: 13-14°C

Lenea Dimyat
 
Vineyards: Northern Black Sea 
Variety: Dimyat
Wine: Fresh and easy-going wine with good complexity 
and well-emphasized character of the indigenous 
Bulgarian variety Dimyat
Colour: Tender hay color
Aromas: Strongly expressed floral notes with marked 
lavender and acacia, backed by the freshness of lime and 
the exotic of passion fruit
Taste: The taste stands out with its complexity expressed 
in nuances of yellow apple and delicate chamomile
Alcohol: 12 %
Serving temperature: 13-14°C
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Marash Winery is specilices in producing of high quality white, red and rose wines 
and brandy in the Black Sea wine region. The winery is located in Southeastern 
Thracian Lowland, a region known for its ancient traditions in winemaking.
It offers a variety of wines in a wide range - dry, semi-dry, semi-sweet and dessert.
The winery has 450 acres of vineyards on the southern Black Sea coast, where are 
grown mostly French white and red varieties and with 382 acres of vineyards in 
the northern Black Sea coast, where Dimyat and Riesling are grown, one of their 
most emblematic wines. The winery use modern equipment in the cultivation of 
vineyards and the production of wine is with minimal technological interventions. 
Their main goal is to preserve the varietal character and expression of the region 
and the terroir. 
Marash winery has 6000 hectoliters of stainless steel container capacity in contain-
ers from 10ha to 500ha. Small limited batches are vinified in French and American 
oak barrels. The maritime climate makes Marash wines a treasure discovery for any 
wine lover. Their wines are complex, fine and elegant.

PRODUCT

BEST
SELLING
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Meandra Blend
 
Vineyards: Southern Black Sea 
Variety: Syrah, Merlot & Cabernet Franc
Wine: Marked fruity and spicy character
Colour: Fresh red cherry color
Aromas: Dominant aroma of prune accompanied by red 
cherry and overripe raspberry.
Taste: Fruity aromas are complemented by fine mint notes. 
The taste has a fruity profile combining plum, red fruits 
and marked spiciness
Alcohol: 13,5 % 
Serving temperature: 14-16°C

Marash Petit Verdot 

Vineyards: Southern Black Sea 
Variety: Syrah, Merlot & Cabernet Franc
Wine: Impressive depth and concentration of aroma and taste
Colour: Purple-violet color
Aromas: Complex aroma and the taste of a sour cherry, raspberry, plum and 
cherry plum marmalade as well as walnut, shallot, roasted chestnut, 
wormwood and dried herbs
Taste: This marked spiciness develops very well in the glass and harmonizes 
perfectly with the vanilla and chocolate, coming from the maturation in oak 
barrels and the interesting nuance of salty dried meat in the taste. 
„A wine that would impress Petit Verdot fans, as well as anyone who likes 
highly concentrated wines 
with bold body and mouth-watering presence
Alcohol: 12 % 
Serving temperature: 14-16°C

PRODUCT

BEST
SELLING
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“Let your spirit fl y” is the motto of Bononia Estate. The cellar is 
established by a family, who loves their country and is committed 
to developing business in it. The owners are aviation-loving people 
who believe that you have to let your spirit fl y, in order to make 
your dreams come true. 
The name Bononia comes from the ancient Roman fortress, situat-
ed along the Danube River and one of the oldest wineries in Bul-
garia. Captivated by the beauty of the area, the Yotov family bought 
the property and decided to plant new vineyards and restore the 
old winery.
1500 acres, infl uenced by one of the most fertile and interesting for 
growing of vineyards terroirs in Bulgaria. The grape varieties are 
diverse, with predominant whites varieties: Sauvignon Blanc, Char-
donnay, Viognier, Riesling, Muscat Ottonel, Vermentino, Pinot Gris. 
The red grape varieties include Cabernet Franc, Pinot Noir, Syrah, 

Cabernet Sauvignon, as well as the rare and indigenous for the 
region - Bulgaria Gamza. In 2016, Bononia Estate presented its 
fi rst vintage under the series: GOMOTARTZI, ISTAR, Ooh La La and 
BONONIA ESTATE.
 By investing in own vineyards, modern equipment and hotel com-
plex, Bononia Estate completely closes its production cycle, pro-
viding its customers and partners with high quality products and 
services, control, fl exibility and reliability in the long term. In 2020 
Bononia Estate will open its doors, providing an opportunity to 
visit the impressive renovated building from 1895, together with 
the preserved underground corridors. In addition to the winery, 
there will be a boutique hotel with a modern restaurant, tasting 
rooms, a conference room, a SPA and all located 11 meters from 
the Danube. The family winery will contribute to the wine tourism 
in the region, as well as in the country, with this initiative.

GOMOTARTZI GAMZA

Variety: Gamza
Vineyards: PGI Danube Plain
Wine: Fresh, fi ne and well balanced wine
Colour: Typical for Gamza raspberry colour
Aromas: Notes of leather, smoked meat, green walnut and red 
fruits, dominated by strawberry, cherry and sour cherry
Taste: Light structure, freshness and delicacy but also 
demonstrates good complexity and intensity in both taste and 
aroma. Pleasant spiciness, expressed through black and white 
pepper, onion, coriander grain, some light sweetness with nuances 
of liquorice and some slightly thick structure of strawberry mousse.
Serving temperature: 14°C
Alcohol: 14 %
Sommelier suggestion: Raclette, Osso Bucco, 
soft light cheeses

PRODUCT

BEST
SELLING
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ISTAR - CABERNET FRANC

Vineyards: PGI Danube Plain
Variety: Cabernet Franc
Wine: Aging in French oak: 6 months
Colour: Intensive red colour
Aromas: The nose is dominated by aromas of tobacco, 
leather and sweet vanilla that compete with fruity 
notes of raspberry and strawberry. 
Taste: Full-bodied and juicy wine with a soft and delicate 
taste. The unique variety and voluminous structure are 
prerequisites for a long aging in the bottle.
Serving temperature: 16-18°C
Alcohol: 14%
Sommelier suggestion: Pork meat, Duck, BBQ, 
hard and soft cheeses

ISTAR - CHARDONAY

Vineyards: PGI Danube Plain
Variety: Chardonnay 
Wine: Complex wine that is nicely presenting the terroir 
of northwest Bulgaria 
Colour: Light lemon color 
Aromas: Notes of grapefruit, pomelo, melon, vanilla, 
plum, lemon peel, lime, chamomile and passion fruit 
followed by light minerality and spiciness. 
Taste: The exotic taste coming from green banana and 
pomelo, freshness, spiciness, minerality as well as citrus 
notes mainly of lemon and pineapple add up to the great 
experience of the wine 
Alcohol: 13.5 % 
Serving temperature: 13-14°C
Sommelier suggestion: Sea food, Salmon, Cesar salad 

PRODUCT

BEST
SELLING
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OOH LA LA ROSÉ

Variety: Syrah
Vineyards: PGI Danube Plain
Colour: Fresh pink colour with 
salmon pink nuances
Aromas: Focused, vivid and juicy wine with 
clearly expressed aromas of white cherry, 
pear and raspberry. 
Taste: Dry and elegant, with a good 
presence and a crisp finish.
Serving temperature: 8-10°С
Alcohol: 13,5%
Sommelier suggestion: Fresh salmon, 
tuna, Gouda cheese, fresh seafood salads.
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PRODUCT

BEST
SELLING

BONONIA ESTATE GAMZA

Vineyard: PGI
Region: Danube Plain
Variety: Gamza
Wine: Aging in French oak: 4 months
Colour: Its crushing color demonstrate the 
different nuances of the Gamza from the 
region.
Aromas: The intense and fresh aroma of 
cherry and prune, is complemented by 
hints of orange zest and white pepper.
Taste: Full-bodied and juicy wine with a 
soft and delicate taste. The unique 
variety and voluminous structure are 
prerequisites for a long aging in 
the bottle.
Serving temperature: 16°C
Alcohol: 14%
Sommelier suggestion: Lamb and beef 
meat, charcuterie and goat cheese
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ORANGE WINE KERATSUDA 

Vineyard: PGI South West Thracian Lowland
Variety:  traditional for this region of Bulgaria grape variety Keratsuda
Wine: An interesting experiment recreating tradition in a modern way. No oak
Colour: Its pale amber color introduces to the senses its extremely complex profi le, 
marked by spiciness and minerality
Aromas: The expressive citrus notes of orange peel, grapefruit, overripe lemon and pomelo, complemented 
with mango, wild pear and peach are very well harmonized with fl oral notes of lilac and snowdrop.
Taste: The high level of complexity of this wine is complemented by hints of red pepper puree, which 
are emphasized in the taste. It is also characterized by marked spiciness, notes of orange peel and medlar. 
A real exotic that would impress fans of orange wines looking for a spicy experience.
Alcohol: 12,5°C
Sommelier suggestion: Risotto with mushrooms, Spicy food, Parmesan
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Libera Estate is a new project of the wine map of Bulgaria. In 2013, 
Libera wines were vinifi ed for the fi rst time relying predominantly 
on local and some international varieties. This line was preserved 
until the beginning of 2017, when we decided to extend our wine 
portfolio, which gave rise to the emergence of a new brand.
Our goal is to show the true face of Bulgarian wine by combining the 
local age-old traditions and the contemporary
vision of our team.
Our vineyards are with an area of more than 350 decares situat-
ed in the villages of Hotovo, Lozenitsa and Zornitsa. We are 9 km 
away from Sandanski and 6 km away from Melnik in a region that 
is steeped in history and wine. The valley of the Struma River is an 
extremely interesting       terroir, characterized by mild winters and 
hot summers, and the mountains that surround us are an important  
factor that also determines the pattern of our wines.
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HOTOVO MELNIK BLEND

Vineyard: PGI South West Thracian Lowland
Variety: Broad Leaved Melnik vine, Melnik 55 and Melnik 82
Wine: An exceptional wine that would impress any connoisseur of high 
quality wines, perfectly balanced blend of local varieties. 5 months 
French oak barrels.
Colour: Red ruby   color with multicomponent structure
Aromas: The aroma and taste are dominated by a well-ripened plum, 
with fruity nuances of red fruits, accompanied by spicy notes of green 
pepper, black pepper and coriander seeds. Dense notes of coffee and 
soil are well pronounced as well. 
Taste: Expressive notes of walnut, green walnut, tobacco, almond and 
vanilla. Overall, the taste and aroma demonstrate a remarkable 
development of gentle red cherry juice and orange juice, fi ne linden 
and hinted eggplant.
Alcohol: 13,5°C
Sommelier suggestion: Veal, BBQ, Spicy food, 
Soft cheese
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MUSKAT & SANDANSKI MISKET

Vineyard: PGI South West Thracian Lowland
Variety: Muscat and Sandanski Misket
Wine: Very well harmonized wine, fresh and 
slightly unusual
Colour: Straw yellow color 
Aromas: Good harmony between nutmeg, fi ne vegetable 
notes, citrus, spiciness and slightly hinted minerality. 
The aroma is dominated by green skin of grapes, green 
pepper, gooseberry and lavender, followed by the 
spiciness of white pepper, complemented by orange 
peel and green lemon juice. 
Taste: The spiciness and freshness are transferred to the 
taste. The lavender and lime are supported by a slightly 
hinted minerality.
Alcohol: 13°C
Sommelier suggestion: Vegetable dishes, Sushi, Savoury 
light dishes, Salads
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The wine cellar and the vineyard massif of BALAR is locat-
ed at the foot of the mystical monasteries in the land of 
the village of Sakalitsa, southwest of the town of Yambol.

The region is part of the Thracian lowlands with moderate
continental climate and good distribution of rainfall 
throughout the vegetation period. Prolonged sunshine 
in the summer and mild and warm autumn suggest good 
grape ripening and the accumulation of the necessary 
conditions to produce quality wines.
The protection of the area from the northern winds, the 
soil with good water permeability, the large number of 
sunny days, and the reduced yield of 400 kg. of a decade, 
are a precondition for the creation of sumptuous, rich, 
dense red quality wines that combined aroma and taste 
of red berries, spices and chocolate.

ROSÉ BALARINA

Vineyards: Eastern Thracian Lowland
Variety: Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot & Syrah
Wine: Matured six months in French oak barrels
Colour: Soft and sparkling pink colour
Aromas: The aroma is rich in apple, wild strawberry and citrus
Taste: Excellently balanced taste of fresh fruits that emphasises 
the aroma variety. Warm and long-lasting finish with a touch of 
grapefruit and green plum. Limited edition of 3,000 l
Alcohol: 13.5 % 
Serving temperature: 13°C
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K5 

Vineyards: Eastern Thracian Lowland
Variety: Cabernet Sauvignon 70% and Syrah 30%
Wine: Matured eight months in French oak barrels
Wine with an attractive ruby-red colour and violet 
nuances. Luscious, fruity and harmonious taste with 
an excellent balance. Captivating finale. 
Alcohol: 14.3% vol. 
Serving temperature: 16 – 18°C

К7

Vineyards: Eastern Thracian Lowland
Variety: Merlot & Syrah
Wine: Matured eight months in French oak barrels
Colour: Deep red colour with purple nuances
Aromas: Intense and complex aroma of stone fruits, 
spices and comfiture
Taste: The body is full and excellently balanced with a
touch of pleasant bitterness. Long and memorable finish
Limited edition of 2,624 bottles
Alcohol: 14.4 % 
Serving temperature: 16 – 18°С
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К1

Vineyards: Eastern Thracian Lowland
Variety: Syrah
Wine: Matured eight months in French oak barrels
Colour: Sparkling and impenetrable red colour with
purple nuances
Aromas: Complex nose of sour cherry, raspberry and
forest fruits
Taste: Juicy and fruity with a spicy note. 
The finish is long and balanced with a remarkable 
and memorable aftertaste
Limited edition of 2,628 bottles 
Serving temperature: 16 – 18°C

К3

Vineyards: Eastern Thracian Lowland
Variety: Merlot & Cabernet Sauvignon
Wine: Matured six months in French oak barrels
Colour: Wine with a fresh and deep ruby-red colour
Aromas: Explosive on the nose, boasting a rich variety
of aromas – dark cherry, clove and vanilla
Taste: Fruity and harmonic taste highlighting the 
aromatic diversity and excellent balance. 
Prolonged and well-rounded finale
Limited edition of 4,984bottles
Alcohol: 14.3 % 
Serving temperature: 16 – 18°C
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Its vineyards are located on the South-Western slopes of the Sa-
kar Mountain and along the Basin of Maritsa River in the Thra-
cian valley. The winery produces a wide selection of red, white 
and rose wines, single varieties and blends, including limited 
boutique series. Terra Tangra is widely recognised for its unique 

and prize-winning wines.
The secrets of the success of Terra Tangra winery is a combination 
of terroir and expertise of team of enologists led by world-fa-
mous Xavier Meade (successor of a family with centuries-old 
wine-making traditions from St. Emilion, Bordeaux, France).

TERRA TANGRA TAMIANKA

Vineyards: Sakar Mountain, Eastern Thracian Lowland
Variety: Tamianka
Wine: Aromatic and refreshing white wine
Colour: Clear with a light yellow nuances
Aromas: Extremely tender and delicate aroma with 
Géranium notes, fl oral aromas of lychee, 
honeysuckle and orange citrus.
Taste: Juicy muscat aroma with fl avours of white 
fl owers, pineapple and ripe peach, with a rounded 
fi nish and well balanced acids of Tamianka
Serving temperature: 11 – 12°C

TERRA TANGRA ROSE

Vineyards: Sakar Mountain, Eastern Thracian Lowland
Variety: Mavrud
Wine: Elegant aromas, slightly rich body and lingering fi nish
Colour: Soft, tender light rose color
Aromas: Harmonic, fresh and fruity aroma, dominant with fl oral 
berries, citrus and grapefruit aromas.
Taste: Crispy, sweet, juicy and fruity taste. Slightly round with 
buttery feel and elegant rich body. Great balance and 
memorable fi nish.
Serving temperature: 11 – 12°C
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TERRA TANGRA MAVRUD BLACK LABEL

Vineyards: Sakar Mountain, Eastern Thracian 
Lowland
Variety: Mavrud
Wine: Tannic and oaky juicy wine
Colour: Red ruby
Aromas: High-toned spicy, dark fruits nose
Taste: Jammy blackberries, cedar, mulberries and 
vanilla spice. Savory wine with good structure, 
acidity and earthy 
Serving temperature: 14– 16°C

TERRA TANGRA GRAND RESERVE

Vineyards: Sakar Mountain, Eastern Thracian Lowland
Variety: Cabernet Sauvignon, Rubin & Petit Verdot
Wine: Bold and yet elegant, matures 16 months in 
French oak barrels
Colour: Deep purple
Aromas: This harmonious trio of textures is combined with 
fruit notes of currant, dried blueberry and black currant, 
together with wild herbs and hints of truffl es. 
High-toned spicy and roast coffee edge to the 
restrained dark fruits nose
Taste: Savory palate of powerful dark fruits with bright 
acidity, good structure and long fi nish 
Serving temperature: 14– 16°C
Awards: Gold Medal from Mundus Vini Bio fach
Gold Medal from PAR International Wine Award
Points: 95/100
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TERRA TANGRA NATUREL BLEND

Vineyards: Sakar Mountain, Eastern Thracian Lowland
Variety: Cabernet Sauvignon 30% Syrah 50% Rubin 20%
Wine: In every sip you can feel the purity of the nature 
of Sakar mauntain
Colour: Dense purple colour
Aromas: Unique fl avour and complex aroma of dark 
fruits, sour cherries and herbs
Taste: The wine has a full body, rich and elegant fi nish
Serving temperature: 14 – 16°C

TERRA TANGRA NATUREL MAVRUD

Vineyards: Sakar Mountain, Eastern Thracian Lowland
Variety: 100% Mavrud
Wine: In every sip you can feel the purity of the nature of 
Sakar mauntain
Colour: Dark ruby color
Aromas: Unique fl avour and complex aroma red fruits, 
chocolate and herbs
Taste: The wine has a full body, rich and elegant fi nish
Serving temperature: 14 – 16°C

TERRA TANGRA WINEMAKER’S CHOICE NATUREL

Vineyards: Sakar Mountain, Eastern Thracian Lowland
Variety: Cabernet Franc 50%, Merlot 30%, 
Cabernet Sauvignon 20%
Wine: Matured in French oak barrels
Colour: Intense ruby colour
Aromas: Unique fl avour and complex aroma of red fruits
Taste: The wine has a full body, rich and elegant fi nish
Serving temperature: 14 – 16 °C


